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Cenotaph South
Mapping the Lost Poets of Nunhead
Cemetery

A fool sees not the same tree that a wise man sees.
William Blake, ‘Proverbs from Hell’

Prologue
I’m standing at the gates of Nunhead Cemetery, a place I’ve come to
love throughout a very difficult period in my life. Over the past two
years I have visited many times in search of the Cemetery’s dead
poets. This was the challenge I had set myself: to find a great lost poet
in one of London’s Magnificent Seven — the Victorian cemeteries
opened between 1832 and 1841 — and that journey has continued
here, into the lush and overgrown south London wilderness of
Nunhead Cemetery.
On a late summer evening in 2014 I was at home in Liverpool, working
through some inventories of London’s cemeteries — looking for the
known dead poets buried in Nunhead Cemetery — when my mobile
rang. I answered to hear my sister’s voice, trying to find a way to
tell me that my mum had been diagnosed with breast cancer. Nick
Cave’s ‘The Mercy Seat’ was playing on the radio in the kitchen and
I sat down on the edge of my bed to absorb the news. In the months
that followed, my relationship with Nunhead Cemetery changed. At
the start I was wary of being around so much death but then the
dead poets I was becoming obsessed with began to appear, as if to
offer me some of the peace that they know of the very strange and
beautiful place they are buried in. As if in the land of death, they
suggested, death could never find me.
I work in London as a Poetry Librarian and spend my
weekday evenings in Dulwich, close to Peckham Rye where William
Blake saw an angel when he was a boy — a short walk down the
hill from Nunhead Cemetery. What began as an attempt to find
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Blake’s tree led to the mapping out of the poetic history surrounding
Nunhead Cemetery. As well as getting to know the poets inside the
Cemetery I also began visiting the sites made into mythic hollowways by the poets who have laid their tracks here before. By doing this
something remarkable began to happen: a map emerged, in the shape
of a casket, connecting the recognised poets who came to Dulwich
and Peckham — Blake, Robert Browning, Barry MacSweeney, B.S.
Johnson — with those buried in the Cemetery at the heart of my
map. As if the celebrated poets surrounding Nunhead Cemetery had
already forged a solid perimeter around the fragile reputations of
the poets buried inside the Cemetery. As if they were offering their
work as a way for me to reconsider what I had found of the poets
who had been forgotten in the graveyard.
As my map became clearer, I began to see the place where I
sleep in London as the centre of the casket, along with Blake’s angel,
and — higher up — the Cemetery itself. The larger geographical
area, including Peckham and Dulwich, began to define Nunhead
Cemetery: the living heart placed back in the corpus of south London.
I became lost in the stress induced by my mum’s illness and further
lost in this obsessive journey into, and around, Nunhead Cemetery.
This morning I followed the local postman into the Cemetery, curious
as to where the Cemetery’s post is actually delivered. I watched as
he walked towards the West Lodge, the deep Royal Mail flash of
his jacket lighting up red in the early sun, the only colour against
the dusty paths of the Cemetery. There was something about his
build that seemed familiar, the way his shoulders rose in slow peaks
towards the sloping tip of his balding head. Then I realised what
it was: his shape was like the many headless figurines I’d seen in
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Victorian cemeteries. If it was twilight his outline could easily have
been confused with that other architectural death feature: the closed
urn, half-covered with a shroud, which appears unexpectedly in the
Cemetery like a bird of prey perched on its granite nest.
The postman drops the letters into a small black box. I think
of all the postmen in the country, red blood cells carrying the white,
walking along the streets of quiet towns and villages forgotten by
WiFi. A long way from the God-like announcements that come from
the hills of south-east London. The postman walks back out, under
the huge upturned torches — symbols of extinguished life — which
are painted deep red on the Cemetery walls. His right shoulder
straining with the weight of the mail sack, he continues his delivery
along Linden Grove.
I look around. A few hundred yards in front of me is the burned-out
Anglican Chapel which was set alight in the 1970s by bored teenagers
who will now be in their sixties with their own wills written and
burial plans made.
There’s a scaffold to my left, erected around the East Lodge.
In front of me a man is leading a circuit-training session for teenage
boys. The boys are lying down with their bodies horizontal to the
ground, facing the floor, doing press ups. Then they group into pairs
to press-up facing a partner. As their bodies rise they lift a hand to
shake the hand of the person facing them, hovering for a second on
one hand before lowering themselves down again. Then they rise
again — with their whole lives ahead of them.
I think back to the moment when I couldn’t face this
Cemetery directly, with a parent recently diagnosed with cancer,
just over a decade after my dad had died of the same disease. But
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then the poets rose up to occupy me, offering me the diversion of
their work, allowing me to make connections between their lives
and the landscape they haunt. They have fed my obsession. In the
end it was as if the markings were already there, laid down for
me, and I just had to walk to make them visible. Over the past two
years I’ve walked the perimeter around the Cemetery, mapping out
the woods, pubs, colleges and houses of south-east London’s dead
poets — the richest landscape of poetic activity in London. Most
importantly I’ve discovered twelve forgotten poets whose stories
and work have spoken to me across the centuries of silence which
surrounds it. And it might just be that these dead poets have got me
through the past two years, raising my pulse through poetry and
— in endless steady inclines — attaching me, somehow, to earth.
Grounding me in this cenotaph south.
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White Feather, New Hawthorn
From London Stone ... to Norwood south
William Blake, Milton

We’ve been preparing to get together since the start of the year. Ten
years since my dad died: a decade of trying to make a fact out of his
passing. Although the true anniversary was back in the winter, we
have saved the moment of ritual until late summer and the day has
arrived.
Since the news, this week, of my mum’s cancer, we’ve decided
not to visit my dad’s grave after all but to plant a tree, instead, in the
wood that runs alongside the Cemetery. There is something peculiar
about planting a tree — a growing thing — at this time of knowing
that unwanted cells are growing in my mum’s body. As they had
grown before in my dad’s body. We worked through all possible trees
and settled on a hawthorn. When my mum first met my dad, she told
us, they were living on Hawthorne Road in Bootle, Merseyside. And
the hawthorn proves perfect as a tree to remember my dad with: it
is associated with lovesickness. There is also a personal link through
the strong connection with a book that has obsessed me since my
teens, and that I’ve been reading again — by chance or an intuitive
sense of timing — Robert Graves’ The White Goddess. The hawthorn,
according to Graves, is one of the thirteen sacred trees of ancient
Celtic poetic lore, the triple-leafed trefoil being ‘celebrated by the
Welsh bards with praise out of all proportion to its beauty. Homer
called it “the lotus” and mentioned it as a rich fodder for horses.’
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The family makes its way to the wood in two groups. My mum
has gone up ahead with my sister Jackie, her husband and my
nephews and niece. My son Pavel is with me, my wife Sarah and
my two brothers, Ste and David. My older brother David drives
us towards Fox’s Bank Lane, towards the woodland, but the road
turns out to be closed for works. A steamroller drives towards us
carrying a dozen shirtless men — each of them wearing luminescent
headbands — leaving no room for any other vehicle to pass. The
driver of a Volkswagen is asked to reverse back the way they
came. We pull up in a small car park next to a housing estate,
into the parking bays laid out meticulously as tennis courts. We
walk in the late August sun towards the wood, past the Cemetery
we’re avoiding today. Above the Cemetery a pair of kestrels are
circling, their serrated flat wingspans like crafted planks of wood.
We walk in single file along what could easily be a country
road, against the oncoming cars. We find the entrance opposite Dursley
Drive when we hear my sister shouting to us. The rest of the family
appear like revenants from the side road. Then, like an amoeba, the two
parts of the family meet: we hug, become one unit. We walk into the
wood with the conifers casting angular shadows as we approach them.
I’m carrying the potted tree. Hawthorn is part of the rose
family, my herbalist friend Maria Vlotides told me, and has affinities
with the heart. It has been used in treatments for those with heart
failure and, by association, has become a rich symbol for loss. That
staple of McCabe gatherings — the party — won’t take place today.
Not with the slow absorption of the news of my mum’s diagnosis.
Two paths open in front of us. We take a vote on which way
to go — drawing on the natural pull of the landscape — and opt for
the left. An opening appears through the conifers and we follow in to
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a sunlit circle of coarse grassland. The ground is wet from the recent
rain. Pavel leads the adults forward and we assemble the tools we’ve
brought. We use whatever we can to get some purchase on the dry
earth: undersized trowels, a toy spade, our bare hands. Ten years ago
I helped lower my dad’s coffin into the ground, 0.8 miles (according
to Google Maps) from here. As we lowered the coffin I remember the
grave attendant saying, ‘don’t wrap your hands around the rope, it
will pull you down’; and I remember thinking — in the raw grief of
my early twenties — ‘What the fuck do you know?’ The weltering,
open wound of that grief has since closed a little, but the news of
my mum’s cancer is picking at the stitches. As we dig, the earth
is reluctant at first but then starts to give, in cool grey-black slabs
of loam. When we’ve made a big enough hole in the ground the
hawthorn slides from its plastic and sits upright in its new burrow.
We start to pack it into the ground, filling the gaps around the dried
white roots which — like the barbels on some ancient river fish —
are hungry for the earth’s nutrients.
We stand around the tree looking at it — as if it’s some God
we’ve made together. As if the tree has the answers. Then Pavel has
an idea: ‘Let’s sit around the tree and tell stories about Grandad
McCabe.’ There isn’t an adult among us who has a better idea. Pavel
starts us off with the story I’ve told him about the Grandfather he
never met — I think of their non-meeting often: their bodies flung
across misaligned time. His story is about when Grandad McCabe
was a boy and had a misdemeanour with a bottle of ketchup — a
story I’ve told to him. Inspired by his dad’s war ration mentality
of adding milk to any near-empty sauce bottle, my dad — twelve
years old and struck by his initiative — took a fresh bottle of sauce
and split the contents into two bottles. He then added milk to both
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of them before placing them back into the cupboard. What he hadn’t
considered was the short shelf-life of milk. When his father came
home and worked out what the bottled pink — already turning to
yoghurt — actually was, my dad got the birthright of all children of
the fifties: a clip around the ear.
Pavel finishes the story then looks at me and asks: ‘Did I
get all the details right?’ Yes, I tell him. I tell them the account of the
Christmas morning when I’d received a new set of golf clubs and we
set off in the fog to the local golf course — me, my dad, my brother
and my brother-in-law — and halfway through the round we heard
a shout: we turned around and my dad had climbed to the top of a
tree and was waving at us. I wonder now if the tree was a hawthorn?
Then everyone has a story and we sit around listening to them — the
summation of the pilgrimage. My mum tells us how one time when
she had stayed in a hotel with my dad — after too much to drink — he
had sleepwalked into another room and urinated in the sink before
getting into bed with a bearded man. Fortunately he woke up before
the man did, and quietly tiptoed back to the right bedroom. Jackie
then tells us about another time when my dad — also after some level
of alcohol had been taken, a recurring theme — had thought that her
pet rabbit had escaped and walked around the garden for an hour
carrying the hutch, shouting the rabbit’s name — ‘Smoky! Smoky!’
— until he realised that Smoky was in the hutch all along. The rabbit
had been hiding in the corner. We hear about him camping as a boy
and the time he climbed through the window of an expensive holiday
home and kept lookout while his friend defecated into a vase, for a
prank, and put it back on the shelf. There might be some class symbol
involved in this. Mostly the stories revolve around his kindness —
how he spent his weekends helping us to pursue our hobbies and
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passions — and his wit, the sharp edge of his insight. I can distinctly
remember him, on a holiday in Butlins, holding his own with the
stand-up comic who’d decided to single him out from the crowd.
We talk ourselves into silence. For the quickest of moments
time moves me into the future and I have this crashing, debilitating
moment of picturing us here, telling stories about my mum. I know
she must have felt that today too. We walk from the tree, leaving it
to the elements to allow it to take root. Sarah finds a white feather
besides the tree: a message from the dead, she says. Jackie shows us
her tattoo of a white feather which she got for my dad. We leave the
tree behind, to take root before bearing its first flowers next Spring,
we hope, as a mayblossom. The path leads us back the way we came.
Our only agenda now is to eat together, and drink. Not with the
gusto of past family parties but we’ll see in the early hours, holding
tight to these precious moments — even under the pinch of stress —
of being together.
As I’m lying in bed, after the Chinese restaurant and the drinks, I
think about Nunhead Cemetery. When I get there the feeling will
be one of connection with the physical world — the words of the
poets will make it cohere. I remember a stand-in teacher in primary
school who came in on Friday mornings and, on one occasion, read
to us a poem about ivy growing up a wall. I realised later that the
poem was really about time, or — more excitingly to my young
mind — about two things at the same time. It struck me as a kind of
magic that metaphor could work like that. It was the first occasion
I can remember in which time made sense to me: the abstract made
physical. My search for a lost dead poet might also be my search for
that connection and discovery in language, the rush of that first grasp
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of what poetry can do: something I’ve spent my whole life thinking
about — fixating on — as both a poet and poetry librarian. A handle
— through language — attached to the vagaries and abstractions
that so much of life is composed of. The rest of my class at school
may have slept through that magical poem about time and ivy as
many people seem to sleep through a life without poetry. Most of
those who read it go for what’s already known and available; few go
underground to read the forgotten dead at first hand. But can I really
face the Cemetery after what’s happened this week?
I may be dreaming now as I picture the inside of the Cemetery
that I’m yet to visit, flourishing with new life, each vine in a race for
the light that breaks through the trees above. And there, at the end of
a path of broken headstones — obelisks, roods and broken angels —
will be a poet forgotten to time, one that gives me the words to live
by. I will have a feeling then of finding poetry for the first time again,
as on that Friday morning poetry class when moss and ivy collided
through my mind and the world stood still for a moment. Perhaps
all along I’ve been looking for that particular poem, that precise
moment? I fall asleep thinking of a robin, landing on a headstone,
tilting the wood knot of its head, listening: the word and the thing as
one.
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22nd August 2014
I let Pavel play with the old red garage. The one that my Grandad made
for my dad in around 1956. Paul’s Garage it says across the top in
white paint. I remember why we called our son Pavel: Slavic for Paul. He
said ‘Will you one day give this to me, then I’ll give it to my son?’ Then
he continues, in an exaggerated loop: ‘then his son then his son then his
son then his son then his son then his son then his son.’ For the first time
primogeniture hit him. There’s a few seconds of silence and then he asked:
‘Is that the way life works?’
23rd August 2014
I think of all the things I love about my mum. They seem easier to see
now. Her kindness, her humour, the way she thinks of our needs before
hers. The way she loses words like some people lose keys. That time a few
weeks ago when she was trying to describe her favourite lipstick, a pink —
definitely something pink, she said, before describing an item of clothing
that Mexicans wear: Sombrero? my sister Jackie said. No, she said: begins
with P. Pon. Poncho. Poncho Pink! I love the way she bends titles and
phrases into unexpected new meanings. Christmas lists crackle with mixup potential. That time she went to a DVD shop and asked for Bend it with
Beckham. When my younger brother Ste took a boyfriend home my mum
asked if they’d like some ‘bread and coumous’, pronouncing the coumous
with a distinct hard ‘c’? Did she do it to make them laugh? Ste’s never
forgotten it. I told myself, again, her favourite joke — the one she’s been
telling to us for as long as I can remember. A little girl is at home, with no
clothes on and asks her mother if she can play outside and the mother says:
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No, it’s raining. The girl says: Okay, but if I put on my hat can I look out
the window?
24th August 2014
She was told today that she’ll have to choose between a lumpectomy or a
mastectomy. The removal of a breast or the removal of the isolated, cancerous
flesh. The lump is six centimetres deep as well as wide. Think of it, she was
told, as if it is a globe.
25th August 2014
A new world.
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Angels Planted in Hawthorn Bowers: William
Blake at Peckham Rye
Tarry no longer; for my soul lives at the gates of death.
I will arise and look forth for the morning of the grave.
I will go down to the sepulcher to see if morning breaks!
I will go down to self annihilation and eternal death...
William Blake, Milton

I’m half a mile from Nunhead Cemetery, on Peckham Rye, when
poetry — not for the first time — finds me out. Last week’s news
about my mum’s cancer makes any cemetery the last place I want
to be today. But I have a feeling that Nunhead Cemetery needs to be
mapped within its social and geographical context. There is a strong
series of poetic links surrounding it that comprise something of a
mythology of their own. Today I’m looking for the tree in which the
young William Blake saw an angel.
The first angel he saw attended his birth in a hosier’s shop
in Soho. No sooner was he swaddled, named and placed in the line
of an ever-growing family, than he was out walking the streets of
London. When he was around four he was beaten by his mother for
claiming to have seen the Prophet Ezekiel under a bush. From then
on he walked looking upwards, heading for the southern hills. When
he was about eight he spotted an angel tangled in the boughs of a tree
on Peckham Rye. This time it was his father who threatened to beat
him though the myth tells us that his mother intervened to prevent it
from happening — she seemed to be warming to this wayward child
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